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COVID-19 Pandemic and Principle Impacts

Principle Impacts of COVID-19
Corporate Systems disruption and the way the City

Health shock: Health System disruptions for

extended periods of time, and increased
Burden of Disease

operates as an employer

Impact on sustainability of the municipality

Economic shock

Long term financial stability impact on sustainability of the
municipality - due to impact of the economic shock

Effect of the suppression methods in SA and globally:
macro and micro economy, and informal sector
have shrunk significantly

Essential Services disruption

and effects on
how the City carry’s out its business

Increased Vulnerability at the
household level
Growing poverty and unemployment
Decrease in disposable incomes

Impact on our business

The suppression methods and threat of
infection also impact how we carry out our
business

Social Protest

Increased incidents of social protest
and unlawful occupation of land

Multiple shocks and stressors associated with
secondary and tertiary waves of the pandemic –
which have compound negative effects in terms of social and
economic impact, outside of the direct overarching health
impact.

2021 Scenario Forecast: Cape Town GDP Growth, 2018-2021e
Key Assumptions
Stabilisation

• Pandemic tapers off in
Cape Town in Q1 of
2021
• Economic growth is
negatively impacted in
Q4 of 2020 and Q1 of
2021 by the second
wave and associated
suppression measures.
Economy steadily
recovers from mid-2021
onwards.
• No significant additional
shocks
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New, low equilibrium

Compounding Shocks

• The pandemic persists,
at lower levels until the
end 2021, with at least
one further peak (likely in
winter 2021). Augmented
suppression responses
cycle in and out, but are
mostly at limited levels.
• One further system-wide
shock, although well
managed

• Waves experienced
every 3-4 months, before
vaccine programme
begins to have an effect
• One or more additional
shocks- stage 2 load
shedding/forced
migration
• Protracted U-shaped
economic recovery
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Social Impacts
Impact on household income from formal and informal
sectors:

Impact on Poverty

The percentage of households below the upper-bound poverty
line have increased based on forecasts using the macroeconomic
impact model and Cape Town household income levels from the
GHS data

Lower income households (HHs) have been more severely
impacted than their wealthier counterparts, especially those in
deciles one to four

% of HHs below the UBPL

HH income shock per decile

(depending on how the HH shocks are distributed)
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/COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND PRINCIPLE IMPACTS

Recovery Programme

Revisiting the approach to Recovery
• After considering available information on pandemic trajectory, new variants of the
virus and projections on vaccine provision, it is not realistic to achieve the fullness
of what it means to recover for at least the next two years.
• We are now in a period of chronic stress management, BUT this period should now
be considered to be a longer period than originally contemplated.
• We will now need to stabilise and adapt at the same time, and look to fuller
recovery slightly further away.
Timeline

Adapted framing

Stabilisation &
Adaptation
Oct 2020 – June
2023

Goal: Organisational survival (functional and financial); least disruption
to service delivery, continued uninterrupted service delivery,
innovative service delivery, focus on efficiency (doing more with less),
focus on effectiveness (focusing on what matters). Asking ourselves
whether current and previous priorities are still relevant and necessary,
and acting on findings.

Recovery
July 2023 – June
2027

Goal: Focus on thriving in line with the intended vision of the IDP in a
post-pandemic world, and deliver the projects and programmes on
which the sustainability of the organisation is assured and the
economic recovery of the city-at-large is supported and maximised.

Note that the new term
of office IDP intersects
both phases – first year
(2022/2023) is under
Stabilisation &
Adaptation and second
to fifth years
(2023/2024 to
2026/2027) is under
Recovery.

Lessons from COVID – 19 Pandemic Experience

It is possible to accelerate and improve
infrastructure delivery
•

City is most effective when it collectively focusses
efforts and resources in a transversal way

•

Delivery of large transversal programmes require a
high level of discipline and diligent focussed effort

•

The City has a high degree of tolerance for
complexity and is able to meet the rigorous demands
of programmes of this nature

•

If the mould/structure/existing approach no longer
functions efficiently it is necessary to innovate and
adapt

•

Collaboration, engagement and honest reflection
surfaces opportunities for novel solutions or existing
practice that works

The Infrastructure Strategy was conceived as part of the COVID19 Recovery Programme in 2020.
In December 2020, the Mayor and CM, gave endorsement to
pursue the development of the Infrastructure Strategy.
The draft strategy has been presented to and supported by EMT
and Mayco as of June 2021.
The drafting team is preparing a report to table at Council.

Case for an Infrastructure Strategy

Recovery, rebuilding, and macro-economic stabilisation

Economic Case for Infrastructure Investment
Infrastructure forms the foundation of economic activity
•

Major investments in urban infrastructure are a primary lever to
support post-COVID-19 economic recovery.

•

Internationally there has been momentum for targeted municipal
spending towards infrastructure as a recovery catalyst.

•

Well-planned infrastructure investment, has been proven to
support economic growth, and macroeconomic stabilisation:
•
estimates suggest an economic return range of between 5%
and 25% for every R spent on infrastructure.
•
enables economic growth above and beyond the initial
stimulus.
•
plays a central role in boosting productivity and
competitiveness.

•

Infrastructure investment has ‘agglomeration’ effects which are
particularly powerful in city regions, such as Cape Town.
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Long-term Planning for Infrastructure Investment
Recovery requires a long-term disciplined approach to the delivery of services, underpinned by
evidence to ensure that the right decisions are made at the right time.
The City is taking a long-term integrated view of the infrastructure portfolio, without ignoring
shorter-term imperatives:

• To determine which capital projects are likely to have the greatest impact within communities and
the economy - considering both direct and indirect impacts of infrastructure investment, including
• Direct and immediate economic stimulus
• Indirect and longer term economic growth, and social development and inclusionary outcomes
• Environmental sustainability and service security/stability

• To prioritise and sequence its capital project pipeline in order to support fiscal prudence.
• To manage risk and ensure urban resilience acknowledging that different infrastructure choices
have different long term economic, environmental and financial implications.
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Rationale for the Infrastructure Strategy
•

•

Post-COVID financial constraints mean all investment choices have to be more strategic and data driven:
– To consider the trade-offs when making choices across sectors that most enable recovery
– To build on efforts to enable delivery whilst meeting compliance requirements
The fiscal impacts of COVID-19 have been particularly severe for capital programs but also the ability to finance
operations and maintenance of an asset over its lifecycle

•

For the several years, there has been a City-wide transversal effort to respond to challenges with a data driven
approach, to improve planning and coordination.

•

The City however has not had a consistent coordinated approach to infrastructure delivery.

A credible economic recovery programme, and quality service delivery relies on a strategic and coordinated
approach to infrastructure that is City–wide (not by sector)
• to maximise impact and provide strong market signals of the intended pathway
• to provide a comprehensive view and analysis of backlogs and maintenance needs
• to ensure sufficient infrastructure to cater for future growth and demand
A strategic and coordinated approach is enabled by a mechanism to inform decision making, and allow decisive response

Purpose, Objectives and Scope

Accelerating and Improving Infrastructure Delivery

Purpose and Objectives of the Infrastructure Strategy
Purpose
•
•
•

•
•
•

Support recovery - spending infrastructure
budget to ensure stable, quality services
Accelerate delivery of financially sustainable
infrastructure
To provide a specific mechanism to drive a 10
year infrastructure programme
To provide a strategy and delivery mechanism
that is data driven
To enable an adaptive approach appropriate to
a dynamic context
Build on the infrastructure planning and
delivery capabilities

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximising economic and social
returns/dividends
Ensuring long-term sustainability
Generating efficiency across the institution
Addressing climate change challenges
Building resilience
Achieve spatial transformation
Enable the thematic objectives across the
sector plans:
–
–
–

operational efficiency and productivity,
digitised infrastructure, and
sustainable infrastructure
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MDG
2015

2027

We are here

2037
NDP
2030

OneCape
2040

City Development Strategy
MSDF

Municipal Spatial Development Framework (2018)

District SDFs

District SDFs

District SDFs

Resilience Strategy

The
Infrastructure
Strategy
supports the
implementation
of City of Cape
Town (CCT)
Strategy Suite

HSS

EGS

IEGS

SDS

Wellbeing/SDS
Water Strategy
Waste Strategy
Climate Change Strategy

Environmental Strategy

Enables the
IDP

Comprehensive Integrated
Transport Plan

Integrated Public Transport Network Plan

Infrastructure Strategy
Recovery Prog.
Sector plans
Long Term Financial Plan

Long Term Financial Plan
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IDP
term

IDP
term

2022

IDP
term

IDP
term

Long Term Financial Plan

2032

IDP
term

IDP
term

2042

Informed by Corporate Strategy
Municipal Spatial Development Framework

Catalytic Land Development Programme

The Infrastructure Strategy ensures the implementation of a coordinated approach to
infrastructure investment that is guided by the imperatives of spatial transformation

Informed by Corporate Strategy
IEG Strategy

Climate Change Strategy

Stimulating
Investment

Quality
Service
Provision
Business
Facilitation,
Retention
and
Expansion

Labour
Market
Support

Human Settlements Strategy

Water Strategy

Scope of the Infrastructure Strategy
The Infrastructure Strategy is the mechanism for the City to deliver on its legislative mandate
1. Provide an integrated view of the infrastructure portfolio over a 10-year horizon and implications for LTFP
2. Establish a prioritisation approach that can be applied to projects and programmes as a support to
decision making.
3. Provides a method and process for carrying out additional critical layers of project analysis to support
decision making
4. Establish the delivery mechanisms required to support execution (by line departments) of the 10-year
portfolio
5. Establish the mechanisms required for ongoing coordinated strategic planning and analysis of the
portfolio

6. Under leadership of CFO, confirm the City’s approach to infrastructure financing
7. Identify requisite regulatory reform needed internally and externally, to enable infrastructure delivery
8. Identify infrastructure investments that are not within the City’s mandate but are necessary to ensure the
achievement of the City’s long term development objectives.

9. Establishes an advocacy mechanism/approach for critical projects outside City control
21

Key Building blocks of the Infrastructure Strategy

22

Infrastructure Delivery Journey
City has used and developed several instruments in its infrastructure planning in the past
Guided by the imperative to consolidate planning efforts to be consistent, intelligent and
developmentally driven, the City has produced several products which have played a role in its
infrastructure delivery maturity journey, led by C3PM:

Instruments developed by the National Treasury together with the City:

• The Built Environment Performance Plan

• City Infrastructure Delivery Management System (CIDMS) toolkit
City led instrument:

• The Medium Term Infrastructure Investment Framework (via Growth Management
Working Group): overview of infrastructure capacity and deficits within Cape Town, at a
given point in time together with some prioritisation
These instruments have been effective in providing deeper understanding of the infrastructure need but
do not articulate how infrastructure should be prioritised or drive implementation and delivery.

Current Infrastructure Planning Instruments
•

•

Building off existing work City is currently pursuing a number of
initiatives to improve its coordinated infrastructure planning and
prioritisation, such as:
•

Strategic Management Framework: integrates strategic planning
activities and artefacts across the City to bring together a holistic
shared strategy, which enables integrated decision making.

•

Sector Planning: multi-year capital and operational planning
exercise - plans are intended to provide capital and operational
planning for the City’s 9 major infrastructure sectors over a 20-year
time period

These are complemented by investment in capacity and
capability for infrastructure preparation and delivery across the
organisation which include:
•
•
•
•

•

PPM Operating Model
Contract Management Framework
Implementation Readiness screening
Engineering Services Unit
Supply Chain Demand Planning

24

Portfolio Selection and Prioritisation

Infrastructure Planning Instruments – Sector Plan
Significant multi-year capital and operational planning exercise to provide capital and operational
planning for the City’s 9 major infrastructure sectors (including environment) over a 20-year time period.

•

Sector plans:
• Act as the planning mechanism of the supporting infrastructure required to implement MSDF
• Regarded as individual infrastructure investment strategies for key service areas, including backlogs
• Contain a series of programmes and/or projects required to meet the City strategic objectives in each of these
sectors, over the next 20 years,.
Only projects identified in the sector plans and uploaded into PPM will be considered in infrastructure strategy
portfolio

High Level Sector Plan Process
A critical component of the Infrastructure Strategy is to ensure that the informants, assumptions and review of sector
plans are aligned to the objectives of the strategy.
Alternative project pipelines

Planning Informants
Option 1

Operating
Model

Planning Assumptions

Planning of Project
Pipelines

Option 2

Option 3

Resource
Plan

DELIVERY

•

Infrastructure Portfolio Informants
Sector Plans form the basis of the infrastructure portfolio

• Planning
assumptions
• Demand Analyses
• Risk assessments
• Visibility of key
uncertainties

Sector
based
(isolated)
decisions

Portfolio
Portfolio

Portfolio

Collective
impact on
Rates & Tariffs

Portfolio

Infrastructure Strategy
10-year prioritised portfolio provides a consolidated view of the impact and risk of sector choices and of the
portfolio as a whole.
(Need to ensure transparency and a degree of uniformity across planning assumptions – articulated in sector plans)

Approach to Portfolio Compilation

Portfolio is constituted
by projects in sector
plans and loaded on
PPM system, ONLY

Focus of prioritisation
and delivery is on the
infrastructure
portfolio within the
City's control

All new infrastructure
projects for a 10 year
period/horizon
(additional portfolio
refinement steps
articulated below)

The portfolio compilation
process is managed by
C3PM, but application of
prioritisation is carried out
by a specialist team with
requisite skills and insights

Projects are not
‘selected’, but those in
the portfolio undergo
analysis for prioritisation
and alignment with the
objectives of the IDP

Infrastructure consists of 1)
physical assets or ‘hard
infrastructure’, and 2)
complimentary critical
enabling infrastructure or
‘soft infrastructure’.

Does not consider the
entire capital budget –
applies the determined and
agreed definition of
infrastructure in this
context

Infrastructure beyond City
control will be tracked and
observed through a
defined system of
stakeholder management

Prioritisation Logic
Focus of the prioritisation efforts is the (i) delivery of functional basic
infrastructure, including resolving backlogs, and (ii) strategic, economic
infrastructure with an focus on realising economic recovery.
 The City will not forgo functional basic infrastructure for strategic infrastructure
 The City will be guided by its obligations as stipulated by the legislative framework
 It is the legal imperative of local government to drive social and economic development
within municipal boundary
 The multi-criteria matrix is the activation of a range of legal and regulatory

imperatives

 The multi-criteria assessment (MCA) is applied to a portfolio populated from the sector

plans.
 The MCA is an informant to decision making and not prescriptive.
 The projects that will undergo analysis range according to the infrastructure categories.

Refining the Infrastructure Portfolio for Prioritisation
The infrastructure portfolio has been refined to allow for the application of the MCA Matrix

Full Infrastructure Portfolio includes:
Full Infrastructure Portfolio –
2490 items with a combined value of
R75.3bn*

• All Infrastructure Items with financial values in PDB 2021 and
beyond
• All routine items/programmes
• All Infrastructure items of any financial value

(*Excludes all non-infrastructure items, and all items with “ward”,
“equipment” and “furniture”)

Portfolio undergoing prioritisation
Portfolio for
MCA Scoring –
263 projects
with a
combined
value of
R29.7bn**

•

•

All Infrastructure items with financial values in PDB 2022 and
beyond
All Infrastructure items greater than R4,999,999

(** Excludes routine Items/programmes and Infrastructure items with
a PDB 2021 value 2021/22 FY as they have been through PRA and the
likelihood of them starting in the 21/22 FY is high)
***Transport Portfolio not yet fully loaded on PPM
Only 55 of the 179 items have the LP (FY2021 –FY2030) uploaded to date – scoring to commence

The prioritised portfolio will be used for decision making (budgeting) in the SMF
Item Review in November which considers the 2022/23 budget.

/CITY INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO

Portfolio Analysis
The multi-criteria prioritisation matrix and layers of analysis

Prioritisation Criteria
Criteria*

Description

Current Screening

Project
Readiness and
Preparation
Assessment

Project readiness assessment for year 1-3 (MTREF)
Project preparation assessment for year 4-10

Stage gate / SMF/
Budget process

Spatial
Alignment

DSDF spatial targeting approach

Stage gate/ SMF

Strategic
Alignment

Scoring against two components:
• Strategic Priority: City’s Infrastructure Delivery Strategic Priorities
• Affinity to Strategic Priority: extent that the project delivers on the
identified priority

Stage gate / SMF

Economic
Benefit

Economic outputs and multiplier effects (focus on recovery and growth)
• Direct investment benefits
• Enabled economic activity
• Job opportunities created

Stage gate /
Additional emphasis to
reflect economic
recovery priority

*Detailed methods for assessment of a project against the criteria have been developed.
Each criteria is considered of be of equal value/weighting during the analysis.

/PORTFOLIO SELECTION AND PRIORITISATION
//PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS

Portfolio Snapshot

Note: Final decisions about the portfolio
are subject to the SMF and budget
process

Top Economic Infrastructure Projects
Ca

Diredoratlt

Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic

Urban Manage ment
Transport
Urban Manage ment
Hu man Settlements
Urban Manaae ment
Trans port
Hu man Settlements
Hu man Settlements
Urban Manage ment
Transport
ran sport
Trans port

Economic
Economic

Trans port
Transport
Transport
Trans port
:funsport
Trans port
ran sport
Trans port

~s port
Transport

rtment

Item

MURP Technical Support
CPX.0020290
Roads Infrastructure & Manaoe men- :PX.0016.338
MURP Technical Support
CPX.0020509
Housing Development
CPX.0019844
MURP Technical Suooort
CPX.0020284
I-Roads Infrastructure & Manage men- :PX.0018273
Housing Development
CPX.0019862
Housing Development
CPX.0019863
MURP Technical Support
CPX.0020287
Roads Infrastructure & Manage men- :PX.0015621
1.; px_oo ,15833
Infrastructure Implementation
;px_oo15993
Infrastructure Implementation
C
PX.00159,78
Infrastructure Implementation
;px_oo159.94
Infrastructure Implementation
Infrastructure Implementation
: Px.00159,91
;px_
oo159.77
Infrastructure Implementation
;px_oo159,7s
Infrastructure Implementation
.___
;px_oo15987
Infrastructure Implementation
Infrastructure Implementation
Infrastructure Implementation
Infrastructure Implementation
Roads Infrastructure & Manage menInfrastructure Implementation
Infrastructure Implementation

... PX.00159·92
:Px.00159,79
~- 00159·82

:PX.0018274
r-~- 00159·88

;px_oo15995

Total Pro

Item Descri
Nyanga Urban Node Info rmal Trade
Rehab of Japhta K:Nyati Rd & Lawulo Rd
Info rmal Trade & Assoc Infra Upgr Site C
Maitland Social Housing Development
Phili pi-East Multi Pu rpose Centre
Rd Rehab:Broad lands
Pine Road Housing Project, Woodstock
Salt River Market Housing proj ect
Upgrade Khayelitsha Tra ining Centre
Upgrading of New Eisleben Road
IRT Ph2A:Trunk-E.1-M9 Heinz-Sheffie ld
IRT Ph2A:W4-Roadway-Govan Mbeki
IRT Ph2A:Trunk-E4-M9 Morn ing Star-Mew Vl
IRT Ph2A:W 5-Roadway-Ottery Road
IRT Ph2A:W1-Roadwy-lmam Haron/ Chiches·
IRT Ph2A:Trunk-E3-M9 lntsikizi-Morn ingSt
IRT Ph2A:Tru nk-E2~M9 Sheffield-lntsikizi
IRT Ph2A:Trunk Stations-Clsd Med-Batch A
IRT Ph2A:W2-Roadway-Turfhall Road
IRT Ph2A:Trunk-E5-Trun k Ext-Spine-C Hani
IRT Ph2A:Trunk-E7-M9 Mew Way-Spine
Rd Rehab:Jakes Ge rwe! F/Conradie-Vikingi
IRT Ph2A:Trunk Stat ions-Clsd Med-Batch B
IRT Ph2A:W 6,-Roadway-Wynberg Couplet

.i.___

T

CollPRA/
21 800 000
25.00
6 200 000
25.00
12 650 00 0
25.00
10 000 000
25.00
6 000 000
25.00
84 393 750
25.00
10 000 000
25.00
20 000 000
25.00
8 500 000
25.00
10 500 000
25.00
845 999 999
12.50
566 000 000
12.50
4£8 000 00 0
12.50
452 912 321
12.50
378 954 546
12.50
319 000 000
12.50
320 999 998
12.50
334 561 342
12.50
310 936 722
12.50
296 00 0 000
12.50
12.50
259 000 000
128 752 394
25.00
224 959 190
12.50
70 320 511
12.50

10.55
9.89
6.60
6.92
7.19
6.57
6.69
10.60
8.57
14.76
12.83
11 .86
11-23
11 .04
10.88
10.83
11 .10
10-78
10-71
10-28
7.56
10.07
8.92

25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25.00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25 .00
25.00
20.00
25 .00
25 .00

23.16
21 .66
20.80
23.16
22.81
22.06
22-45
22.06
18.12
19.83
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
24_72
25.00
25.00
25.00
19-29
22.06
23.16

83%
82%
81%
80%
80%
79%
79%
79%
79%
78%
77%
75%
74%
74%
74%
73%
73%
73%
73%
73%
73%
72%
70%
70%

2
4
6
7
8
9
11
12
14
16
22
24
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
43
45

Driven strongly by IRT related Transport Projects – strong PRA, Spatial and Strategic scores and relatively high Economic Impact
scores

I

I

Note: Final decisions about the portfolio
are subject to the SMF and budget
process

Top Basic Infrastructure Projects
Ca~
Basic

DlredDrale

Department

Human Settlements

Informal Settle ments

Item

Item Da9crlpdon

Total Project Colt PRA I

PJ91 Econom Spatial

s....teglc

CPX.00 17338

Inf Settlem Upgr: A irport Prec, Gugu lethu

215 42 1 470

25 .00

8.52

25.00

22.81

81 %

Bas ic

nergy & Cli mate Change

CPX.00 03622

Grassy Park HV Netw ork Rearrange ment

75 000 000

25.00

8.65

25.00

2124

80%

5

Basic

as e

CPX.0016672

Flood A llevi at ion-Lourens River Phase II

526 496 656

25.00

11 .88

20.00

22.06

79%

10

Bas ic

Safety & Security

CPX.00 09145

Langa Fire Stati on

57 500 000

25.00

6-4 1

25.00

22.06

78%

13

Basic

Human Settlements

CPX.0017223

Inf Settlem Upgr: Backst age 2, Kh ay e

15 000 000

25 .00

4 .64

25.00

23.16

78 %

15

----,-----

Bas ic

W ater & W aste

W ater & Sanitat ion: Bulk Servic es CPX.0016670

Rehab of Diep River - The o Marais Canal

277 11 263

25 .00

6.00

25.00

20.32

76%

18

Basic

W ater & W aste

W ater & Sanitation: Bulk Servic es CPX. 0016669

Rehab of Diep River - Eric a Road Outfall

10 106 000

25.00

4 _95

25.00

20.80

76%

20

Bas ic

W ater & W aste

W ater & Sanitat ion: Bulk Se rvices CPX. 0016623

Upgrade of Manenbergi Canal

27 895 825

25.00

4 .06

25.00

21 .66

76%

21

7 271 588

12.50

14.60

25.00

22.06

74%

25

---~

Basic

CPX. 0004793

B ellville South Main Subst at ion Upgrade

Bas ic

CPX.001664 7

Stormwat er Dams: Safety upgr (City -wi de)

26 953 827

25 .00

7.01

20.00

20.80

73%

34

Basic

CPX. 0003624

Oakdal e Switching St ation Upgrade Ph 3

145 800 000

25 .00

9. 19>

20.00

17-46

72%

39

Bas ic

CPX. 0012155

Gugulethu - Airport Prec inct Land Re hab

181 452 200

12.50

8-24

25.00

23.16

69%

47

10 000 000

12.50

6.55

25.00

23.82

68 %

48

166 200 000

12.50

8.80

25.00

20.32

67%

53

Electrification - Manenberg Backyarders

Basic

CPX. 0020494

Bas ic

W ater & Sanitation: Retail Service CPX.0010643

Upgrade Rietvl ei Sew er Pump Station
Rehab of Diep River - Joe Slovo Pond

Basic

W ater & W aste

W ater & Sanitation: Bulk Se rvic es CPX.00 16668

Bas ic

W ater & W aste

CPX.00 09390

Gordon's Bay Firlands Sewerage Se rvices

Basic

CPX.0017550

Upgrade of Zandvl ei Canal

Bas ic

CPX.0014782

Ground Mounted PV

Basic

CPX. 0016671

Upgrade Vygekraal River banks - Phase II

Bas ic

CPX.0004006

Noordhoek LV Depot

Basic

CPX. 00 16650

Upgrade of Geelsloot P ond -Somerset W est

Bas ic

C14 .84071

St eenbra s: Refu rbishment of Main Plant

Basic

CPX. 00 16613

Steenbra s: Concrete ASR Remediation

8 593 601

12.50

8.30

25.00

20.32

66%

57

11 500 000

25 .00

8.52

10.00

22-45

66%

59

15 329· 31 3

25.00

3_99.

20.00

15.96

65%

63

100 000 000

25 .00

12.82

5.00

22.06

65%

64

22 181 886

25.00

4 .02

15.00

20.80

fi.5%

65

20.32

64 %

72

19.29

63%

75

26 420 456

25 .00

8-70

10.00

9 257 064

25.00

9.18

10.00

67 700 000

25 .00

12.93

5.00

19.83

63%

78

6 250 000

25 .00

11 .91

5.00

20.32

62%

79

~

Basic

CPX.0010426

Wildevoelvlei WWTW-Upgrade dewat erin g

Basic

W ater & W aste

CPX.0009633

Fisantekraal WWTW

Bas ic

W ater & W aste

CPX.00 17546

Rehabilitation Key sers River Steenberg

76 000 000

25 .00

8.94

10.00

18.12

62%

80

238 580 000

25 .00

9.92

5.00

22.06

62%

81

6 931 200

12.50

5_53

25.00

18-73

62%

82

Water and Sanitation Projects scores range across the criteria; note that without ‘area of benefit’, some scores may be lower. Strong Strategic Alignment scores while
economic scores range, largely due to the diverse collection of projects.
Electricity generation and distribution scores vary but some projects have received amongst the higher economic scores allocated across the portfolio.

Top Institutional Infrastructure Projects

Range of
scores across
this category

Note: Final decisions about the portfolio are
subject to the SMF and budget process

IS&T Project scores range across the criteria but all generally score high against the Strategic criteria; note that some were not
scored against a spatial criteria as they are considered critical enablers and received a total score /75
Projects points that fall outside spatial priority areas and marked Citywide received
uniform score (5/25)

Top Social Infrastructure Projects

Note: Final decisions about the
portfolio are subject to the SMF and
budget process

The decision was taken to not develop new facilities as there is uncertainty with unfunded or underfunded mandates - Library and City Health
Services. The portfolio will be updated accordingly.

Note: Final decisions about the portfolio
are subject to the SMF and budget
process

Top Ranked Infrastructure Projects
... Dlrectorafe

e~:z...
Economic

Urban Management

Depar1ment

Item

Item Deecrlpdon

MURP Technic al Support.

CPX.0020290

Nyanga Urban Node Informal Trade

Ec onomic

Transport

Roads Infrast ructure & Managemen- CPX.0016338

Reh ab of Japht a K:Nyati Rd & Lawulo Rd

Basic

Human Settlements

Informal Settlements

CPX.0017338

Inf Settlem Upgr: A irportPrec, Gugulethu

Tatal Project CCIII PRA I

PJ81 Econom Spadal

21 800 000

25.00

9.98

25.00

23.16

Slrataglc
83%

6 200 000

25.00

10.55

25.00

21 .66

82%

215 421 470

25.00

8.52

25.00

22.81

81 %

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Economic

Urban Management

MURP Techn ic al Support

CPX.0020509

Informal Trade & Assoc Infra Upgr Site C

12 650 000

25.00

9.89

25.00

20.80

81%

Basic

Energy & Climate Change

Electric ity Generat ion & Distributior CPX.0003622

Grassy Park HV Network Rearrangement

75 000 000

25.00

8.65

25.00

21 .24

80%

Ec onomic

Human Settlement s

Housing Development

CPX.00 19844

Maitland Social Housing Development

10 000 000

25.00

6.60

25.00

23.16

80%

Economic

Urban Management

MURP Techn ic al Support.

CPX.0020284

Ph ilipi-East Mu lt i Purpose Centre

6 000 000

25.00

6.92

25.00

22.81

80%

Economic

Trans port

Roads Infrastructure & Managemen- CPX. 00 18273

Rd Reh ab:Broadlands

84 393 750

25.00

7.19

25.00

22.06

79%

Economic

Human Settlements

Housing Development

CPX.0019862

Pine Road Housing Proj ect, Woodstoc k

10 000 000

25.00

6.57

25.00

22-45

79%

Basic

W ater & W ast e

W ater & Sanitation: Bulk Services CPX. 0016672

Flood A lleviation-Lourens River Phase II

526 496 656

25.00

11 .88

20.00

22.06

79%

Economic

Human Settlements

Housing Development

CPX.0019863

Salt River Market Housing project

20 000 000

25.00

6.69

25.00

22.06

79%

11

Economic

Urban Management

MURP Techn ic al Support

CPX.0020287

Upgrade Kh ayelitsh a. Training Centre

8 500 000

25.00

10.60

25.00

18.12

79%

12

Basic

Safety & Security

Fire Services

CPX.0009145

Langa Fire Station

57 500 000

25.00

6-41

25.00

22.06

78%

13

Economic

Transport

Roads Infrastru cture & Managemen- CPX.001562 1

Upgrading of New Eisleben Road

10 500 000

25.00

8.57

25.00

19.83

78%

14

Basic

Human Settlements

Informal Settlements

CPX.0017223

Inf Settlem Upgr: Backstage 2, Khaye

Econom ic

Transport

Infrastructure Implementation

CPX.0015833

IRT Ph2A:Trun k-E1-M9 Heinz-Sheffield

15 000 000

25.00

4.64

25.00

23.16

78%

15

845 999 999

12.50

14.76

25.00

25.00

77%

16

Institutional

Spatial Planning & Environ ment Urban Planning & Design

Parow St ation Pedestrian Arcade Upgrade

10 175 000

25.00

4.00

25.00

22.81

77%

17

Basic

W ater & W ast e

W ater & Sanitation: Bulk Services CPX.0016670

Reh ab of Diep River - Th eo Marais Canal

27 711 263

25.00

6.00

25.00

20.32

76%

18

Social

Safety & Security

Metropolitan Police Services

CCTV Cameras - Nyanga

19 100 000

25.00

5_94

25.00

20.32

76%

19

CPX.001 6727
CPX.0021230

Basic

W at er & W aste

W ater & Sanitation: Bulk Services CPX.0016669

Rehab of Diep River - Eric a Road Outfall

10 106 000

25.00

4.95

25.00

20.80

76%

20

Basic

W at er & W aste

W ater & Sanit at ion: Bulk Services CPX.0016623

Upgrade of Manenberg Canal

27 895 825

25.00

4.06

25.00

21.66

76%

21

Economic

Trans port

Infrastructure Implementat ion

CPX. 00 15993

IRT Ph2A:W4-Roadway-Govan Mbeki

566 000 000

12.50

12.83

25.00

25.00

75%

22

Ecological

Spatial Planning & Environment Environmental Management

CPX.0016763

Monwabisi Beach Precinct Upgrade

81 500 000

25.00

3.87

25.00

21 .24

75%

23

Economic

Transport

Infrastructure Implementation

CPX. 0015978

IRT Ph2A:Trun k-E4-M9 Morn ing Star-Mew VI

468 000 000

12.50

11 .86

25.00

25.00

74%

24

Basic

Energy & Climate Change

Electric ity Generat ion & Distributior CPX.0 004793

Bellville South Main Substat ion Upgrade

74%

25

Econom ic

Trans port

Infrastructure Implementation

CPX.0015994

IRT Ph2A:W 5-Roadway -Ottery Road

Institutional

Spat ial Planning & Environment Urban Planning & Design

CPX.00 16988

Voortrekker Rd Corridor Integration Zone

Economic

Transport

Infrastructure Implementation

CPX.0015991

IRT Ph2A:W 1-Roadwy-lmam Haron/ Chiches·

Economic

Tran sport

Infrastructure Implementation

CPX.00 15977

IRT

Economic

Trans ort

Infrastructure Im lementation

CPX.00 15976

IRT Ph2A:Trun k-E2-M9 Sheffield-lntsikiz i

Ph2A:Trun k- E 3~M9

lntsikiz i-M orningSt

7 271 588

12.50

14.60

25.00

22.06

452 912 32 1

12.50

11 .23

25.00

25.00

74%

26

8 500 000

25.00

11 .92

25.00

11-75

74%

27

378 954 546

12.50

11 .04

25.00

25.00

74%

28

319 000 000

12.50

10.88

25.00

25.00

73%

29

320 999 998

12.50

10.83

25.00

25.00

73%

30

Portfolio strongly drives basic and economic infrastructure categories

Top 50 Projects

Spread across
directorates/depts.

Initial Spatial Analysis:

• Investment locations of
projects in the infrastructure
portfolio strongly align with
spatial objectives of the City.
• High scoring projects fall
within the spatially
prioritised areas identified in
the MSDF.

40
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Layers of Analysis (post prioritisation)

Layer for Analysis to Inform Choice
Layers of analysis to take place post-prioritisation but considered for project selection and inform
decision making together WITH multi-criteria analysis
Analysis type

Purpose

Balanced Portfolio Analysis

Technical PPM assessment of portfolio:
• Ensure the portfolio is balanced over time - Ideally the portfolio would show a
gradual continuous increase in project numbers and capex, and not a drop off.
• To ensure dependent projects are prioritised and prepared in step, highlighting
gaps/issues (e.g. housing projects that needs bulk water and electricity)

Backlogs analysis

Understand how portfolio addresses backlogs or not to influence planning/preparation
of projects in sectors.
Work being undertaken to strengthen the method and data sources over time.

Social benefit (direct)

The extent to which portfolio prioritises more vulnerable areas and opportunity to
direct investments.

Catalytic Projects

To ensure sure projects related to the CLDP are considered and prioritised – ensure the
strategy is a mechanism to support delivery.

Note: In future iterations Resilience Analysis will be built in at the pre-selection stage

/CITY INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO

//PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS
///LAYERS OF ANALYSIS (POST PRIORITISATION)

Balanced Portfolio
Incorporating Dependencies

43

Balanced Portfolio Analysis
The objective is to provide bi-directional input to decision-making pertaining to the fast-tracking or
delaying of project commencement dates, to inform a balanced infrastructure project portfolio.

Methodology Overview

1. Planning
• The baseline plan for
all items was
established using the
previous and FY2021
actual expenditure,
LAP in FY2021, PDB in
FY22-24 and the LP in
FY25-30.

2. Items Eligibility and
Data-availability
Constraints

3. Identification of
Constraints - three hard
constraints considered

• Not all projects in the
scored infrastructure
project portfolio was
eligible for analysis
consideration

• Procurement
• Dependency Induced
• Data Availability
Induced

5. Allocation of NonUniformity Score
• A degree of nonuniformity was
quantified for each of
the following
categories: spending
plan, economic
impact, spatial
targeting, and
strategic alignment.

6. Optimization and
Scoring
• A model was
developed to
determine the most
optimal re-scheduled
portfolio by informing
revised project
commencement dates

7. Analysis of Findings

4. Project adjustment
underwent risk analysis
associated with
potential adjustment

Balanced Portfolio Findings
•
•

The planned spending peak in FY2025 was driven by an outlier of almost R1.5bn on CPX.0018756 Finance and Operational Core
Software.
It is recommended that this either be re-distributed across many years, or fast-tracked (in the presented results this item was
fast-tracked by two years.)

Portfolio changes results in an optimized
portfolio where higher degrees of
uniformity are achieved.
The optimized spending plan is
characterized by a less aggressive rampup, stability after the first year, then,
finally, a drop-off in the last two years.
The consistency of the optimized spend
plan allows for more flexibility in risk
management.
Infrastructure portfolio spending plan: optimized (dark) versus baseline (light).

A comparison of the optimized spending plan against the baseline results shows a significant improvement.
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Social Benefit

Social Benefit
Consideration of social benefit should include:
• Direct access to social infrastructure
• Indirect enabling infrastructure for services
• The provision of access to sustainable livelihood
opportunities
Currently there is no methodology (or necessary data) to
consider this as a scored criteria
Approach has applied a social benefit lens by plotting
projects on vulnerability viewer:
• Projects have been mapped on the Vulnerability Viewer
• Used as a layer of information to inform decision making

See:
https://datascience.capetown.gov.za/vulnerabilityviewer/widgets/private/case_count_maps/city_all_hots
pot_map_widget.html
Note: social imperatives are core objectives and
implicit across strategic and spatial criteria

Example of the Infrastructure Projects Mapped on the Vulnerability Viewer
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Backlogs

Backlogs: Definitions
Investment Backlog: whereby demand has exceeded supply but the expansion/creation of assets has been
delayed due to strategic / financial / technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. infrastructure to support
development or BWAS (hampering developments in North).

Replacement Backlog: whereby the replacement of assets has been delayed due to strategic / financial /
technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. Fleet, water pipes, plant.

Maintenance Backlog: whereby maintenance of assets has been delayed due to strategic / financial /
technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. Facilities, rental stock, road repairs.

Service Delivery Backlog: whereby service requests have not been resolved within the acceptable time
due to resource / technical / administrative constraints. Eg. refuse collection.

Investment Deferment: whereby the expansion/creation of assets has been delayed due to less than
expected demand.

Backlogs: Methodology for current portfolio
Pre-prioritisation Analysis
1. Review backlogs against standard definitions
Backlogs will be reviewed to ensure they meet the citywide
standard definitions of an investment backlog or replacement
backlog. Responsibility: Strategic Planning Branch

Post-prioritisation Analysis
1. Analyse the inclusion/exclusion of backlogs
Analyse the inclusion/exclusion of backlogs in the prioritized
portfolio. Compile list of included and excluded backlogs to
subject to step 2 and 3 below.
Responsibility: Strategic Planning

2. Spatial prioritisation

2. Analyse backlogs against Service Delivery
Turnaround data
Backlogs will be analysed against service delivery turnaround
data to highlight potential problem areas.
Responsibility: Service Delivery Turnaround Team & ESU

Backlogs will be analysed in terms of spatial priorities, the
MSDF, DSDF and MTIFF as applicable.
Responsibility: Spatial Planning Team

3. Evaluation of risks and benefits
Risks and benefits will be evaluated to guide reconsideration on
of backlogs as part of the prioritised portfolio.
Responsibility: C3PM and Strategic Planning

Backlogs: Post-Prioritisation Portfolio Analysis
Total number of backlogs
• 43 projects (24 W&S + 19 SW)

Analysis of full portfolio
• No. of backlogs reflected in full
portfolio = 35
• No. of backlogs not reflected in full
portfolio = 8
Analysis of scored portfolio

• No. of backlogs included in scored
portfolio = 20
• No. of backlogs not included in
scored portfolio = 15
o Routine = 3
o PDB 2021 = 10
o Less than R5m = 2

The Delivery Mechanism will dedicate significant resources to a programme of work
to ensure the City understands accumulated backlogs from across sectors according
to a refined methodology for identification.
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CLDP Analysis

Prioritised portfolio overlaid on
the CLDP Priority Areas

Bellville CBD
Catalytic project

- aligned basic and
economic
infrastructure
investment

Foreshore Catalytic
project
-aligned institutional
infrastructure
investment

Philippi Catalytic
project
-aligned basic,
social and
economic
infrastructure
investment

Note:
Catalytic Projects and
designated CLDP Priority
Areas will benefit from Bulk
investments that have no AoB
assigned at present.
Every effort has been made
to ensure projects that
support the CLDP are
identified and there is a
dedicated work package in
the Delivery Mechanism to
take this forward.

/CITY INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO
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Layers of Portfolio Analysis

Layers for Portfolio Analysis
Proposed analysis to be undertaken post-project selection, to generate insights about the portfolio

Analysis type

Purpose

Resilience

• To align with Resilience Strategy and Climate Change Strategy.
• To systematically understand risk in the portfolio (prioritise infrastructure that
contributes to resilience)
• This may include: Risks and trade-offs analysis to identify any risks or
unintended trade-off choices in the portfolio and enable correction in future
updates.

Spatial Analysis

Assess the degree to which the portfolio supports the spatial strategy – extent it
supports spatial transformation.

Balanced Portfolio

Analysis to ensure balanced portfolio approach (ongoing post-selection)

Delivery Mechanism

Driving and Monitoring Delivery:
Lays out the delivery mechanisms required to execute the 10-year
portfolio and realise strategy objectives

Purpose and Principles of IS Delivery Mechanism
AUGMENTING CAPACITY TO DRIVE DELIVERY
Responsibility for infrastructure delivery sits with line department- but to yield the efficiency and impact
gains of a coordinated infrastructure strategy, the City needs an effective Delivery Mechanism.

Purpose
• Develop and refine the Infrastructure
Strategy and portfolio over time
• Support and enhance delivery by line
departments.

Guiding Principles
• Guided by the principles of the Infrastructure Strategy

• Maintains the integrity of City structure and
responsibilities.

• Provide support in management of the
complex procurement and contract
environment.

• Existing assurance mechanisms (e.g. stage gate
committee) will be used and enhanced, avoiding
duplication.

• Ensure the strategy and portfolio
inform corporate strategic planning and
budgeting.

• Focused on the coordinated prioritisation of the most
strategic projects and those most in need of support.

• Use the infrastructure strategy and
portfolio to fulfil key regulatory
requirements (e.g. for a capital
expenditure framework.

• Acts as a central coordinating mechanism that drives the
implementation of the strategy.
• Draw on expertise from specialists across the
organisation through a transversal team.

The Delivery Mechanism has two components
Infrastructure Delivery Team
(Project implementation focus)
Acts as a vehicle to deliver and achieve
balance between delivery and compliance
• Relies of specific expertise e.g. Engineering
Services Unit.
• The IDT will drive an assessment of risk
relating to execution / delivery capacity
and render necessary support i.e. resources
allocation related to priority and risk.
• Facilitator - SCM, Finance and Legal
capacity is required to link into assurance
mechanisms, and to provide delivery,
compliance and assurance support.
• Portfolio delivery
- Anchor dept.* C3PM
•

Infrastructure Strategy Team
(Strategy and monitoring focus)
•

Ensures the integration of the outputs of
the Infrastructure Strategy into the SMF
and budget processes, maintaining the
focus on enabling recovery.

•

Lead the annual review and report of the
Infrastructure Strategy.

•

Facilitate technical updates to the portfolio
(working with C3PM) and sector plans.

•

Ensure that the Infrastructure Strategy is
delivering on priority City strategies

•

Portfolio maintenance

- Anchor dept.* Policy and Strategy

*Department resources will need to review resources/work practices etc.

MAYCO functions as the Political
decision making structure for
delivery on the infrastructure
strategy.

MAYCO
EMT

Delivery Mechanism

Line Departments

IST/IDT

Strategic
Support

ED - Line
Project
implementation
authority
& accountabilit
y remains with
line

PMOs

Project
Managers

EMT functions as the administrative decision
making structure for delivery on the
infrastructure strategy, under the authority
and direction of the CM.

Delivery Mechanism
support

Supply Chain
Management

Project
Management

Contract
Management

Legal
Engineering
Management Programme
Management
Financial
Management
Portfolio
Management

Acts as a central
coordinating
mechanism.
Uses City
resources to
drive strategy
implementation

Structure is a reflection of the logic applied to the COVID-19 Recovery Plan Structures
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Annual Infrastructure Strategy
Process

Portfolio Use
The prioritised portfolio does not make decisions, it offers evidence and insights
for decision makers
1) Portfolio is hard strategic planning instrument that once approved, will be used in
the SMF and budget process (SMF item review).

• A stable (initially for a 3 year period) infrastructure portfolio is important.
• Adding or removing a project from the portfolio will be done against set criteria – it will be linked to
the annual infrastructure strategy process, based on a portfolio assessment.

2) The prioritised portfolio will annually enable:

• Opportunity for line to confirm its portfolio and ensure the selection of projects appropriate against
updated assumptions
• Used to identify projects that score high across all criteria except project preparation/readiness creates an advanced view of where supported is needed
• Longer view of capital pipeline for financial planning
• In a situation where we have more projects than budget it guides decision makers on which are the
most strategic projects, highlights trade offs etc.

Use of Annual Strategy and Portfolio Update and Report
Adjustments

Monitoring

Enhancements

• based on material
changes the
context
• for new projects
and discontinued
projects
• identify gaps in
project pipelines
(City and intergovernment)
impacting on
strategy delivery

• implementation
progress of the
strategy
• the degree to
which the strategy
and portfolio are
delivering the IDP
and spatial
strategy

• Lessons learnt
from
implementation
approach and
recommendations
for delivery
changes

Informant /
Reporting
• SMF strategy
review
• Annual strategy
and budget
process for EMT
and Mayco

Reporting
• To City oversight
bodies
• National
departments with
oversight/
regulatory
functions
• Infrastructure
Strategy will be a
critical informant
to the JDMA with
WCG (in lieu of
One Plan

Communication
• External
stakeholders
(public and
private sector)
• Public and
construction
sector
engagement on
progress

The Infrastructure Strategy and the annual reports, combined with the SMF process, fulfil
the requirements for a Capital Expenditure Framework (CEF)

Linking IS Portfolio with the annual SMF process
January-April

Technical
Infrastructure
Strategy and
Portfolio
Review
Includes annual
sector plan review,
analysis of portfolio
against SDF, backlog
analysis, drafting of
annual report etc

May – June

Infrastructure
Strategy Report
and Consultation
Draft
propositions for
Strategy Review

July

October

November

EMT
Strategy
Review

Operational
Review

Item Review

Incorporate:
• Review of
performance
indicators as an
informant;
• Challenges to be
addressed in
planning for the
MTREF
• Selection of
Portfolio for
MTREF and outeryears informed by
IS portfolio review

EMT/MAYCO or
CM/EM
engagement

• Consider operational
programmes of
strategic nature
• Consideration of
operational budgets
and operational
performance
indicators
• Consideration of
strategic operational
issues
__________________
Informed by 5 year
operational plans (to be
introduced in 2021/22
Cycle)

MAYCO
member/ED
engagement

Portfolio Analysis to
be presented as an
informant and
include:
a) Dependency
analysis;
b) Implementation
readiness
assessments
c) Analysis in
relation to
annual strategy
brief and
alignment to
selected
portfolio for the
MTREF from
Strategy Review

March

Outputs
•

•

•

Draft budget
for tabling at
council
(finalised
through BSC)
Draft IDP
amendments
(political
process)
Draft CEF

MAYCO
member/ED
engagement

The infrastructure strategy process, combined with the SMF and budget process, determines the final budgeted portfolio

/DELIVERY MECHANISM

Delivery Mechanism Work Packages

Delivery Mechanism Work Packages
(post formal establishment and resourcing of the delivery mechanism)
Portfolio Analysis

Analysis of the prioritised portfolio, risk management . Risk management is an active process when
managing a portfolio - portfolio management practice is implemented as process of managing risk

Backlogs

Establishing the standardised methodologies and data systems to produce a baseline and annual analysis

Dependencies

Establishing the standardised methodologies and data systems to produce a baseline and annual analysis

Maintenance

Establishing the standardised methodologies and data systems to produce a baseline and annual analysis

Resilience

Framework for analysis using a resilience lens and a method to enhance resilience of portfolio

Alternative Service
Delivery

Developing the analysis and defining programmes of work with line

Finance Approach

Consider alternative options on a project basis eg Foreshore Project
Integration with budgeting and LTFP

Advocacy (IGR)

Track progress on projects and recommend action where appropriate and necessary (facilitating, tracking and
driving in support of departments)

Data

Dedicated stream to ensure sight of relevant data pertaining to infrastructure to ensure comprehensive view of
infrastructure in the city

The Infrastructure Strategy has identified areas requiring improvement and focussed attention – this is part of the infrastructure planning
and delivery maturity process - these are categorised into work packages to be implemented by the Delivery Mechanism

/DELIVERY MECHANISM
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Special Focus on Backlogs and
Maintenance

Backlogs and Maintenance considered in the Infrastructure Strategy
Infrastructure backlogs and preventative maintenance are a key strategic imperative of the
Infrastructure Strategy

Investment Backlog: whereby demand has exceeded supply but the expansion/creation of assets has been

delayed due to strategic / financial / technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. infrastructure to support
development or BWAS (hampering developments in North).

Replacement Backlog: whereby the replacement of assets has been delayed due to strategic / financial /

technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. Fleet, water pipes, plant.

Backlog: whereby maintenance of assets has been delayed due to strategic /
Maintenance
technical / resource / administrative constraints. Eg. Facilities, rental stock, road repairs.

financial /

Service Delivery Backlog: whereby service requests have not been resolved within the acceptable time
due to resource / technical / administrative constraints. Eg. refuse collection.

Investment Deferment: whereby the expansion/creation of assets has been delayed due to less than
expected demand.

Addressing Backlogs
Pre-prioritisation Analysis
1. Visibility and tracking of backlogs
All backlogs to be updated as part of the Sector Plan review each year.
Need data on area of benefit, benefits and risks of not funding backlogs.
All backlogs to be presented/reported as part of the SMF Item Review.
Backlogs that receive funding in the previous FY need progress reports at
the annual SMF Item Review.

2. Review backlogs against standard definitions
Backlogs will be reviewed to ensure they meet the citywide
standard definitions of an investment backlog or replacement
backlog. Responsibility: Strategic Planning Branch

3. Analyse backlogs against Service Delivery
Turnaround data

Post-prioritisation Analysis
1. Analyse the inclusion/exclusion of backlogs
Analyse the inclusion/exclusion of backlogs in the prioritized
portfolio. Compile list of included and excluded backlogs to
subject to step 2 and 3 below.
Responsibility: Strategic Planning

2. Spatial prioritisation
Backlogs will be analysed in terms of spatial priorities, the
MSDF, DSDF and MTIFF as applicable.

Responsibility: Spatial Planning Team

3. Evaluation of risks and benefits

Backlogs will be analysed against service delivery turnaround
data to highlight potential problem areas.

Risks and benefits will be evaluated to guide reconsideration on
of backlogs as part of the prioritised portfolio.

Responsibility: Service Delivery Turnaround Team & ESU

Responsibility: C3PM and Strategic Planning

Developing a method to bring together the knowledge and expertise of line departments, and the
assessment of backlogs with the insights generated by data analysis - use to identify gaps in SD

Service Delivery Data Feedback Loop
Project
considered for
prioritisation in
sector plan

Scientific analysis of service delivery data can be
utilised as a valuable customer focussed feedback
mechanism to highlight the City’s most urgent
service delivery issues and to augment
infrastructure investment prioritisation through
the Sector Plans.

Data

Data Sources
Service
Delivery Data
hot spots
linked to
infrastructure

Data insights inform
prioritisation
Project

Service Delivery
Data / Root Cause
Analysis

Sector Plans /
Implementation
Project
Project

Project
Project
Identification

Sector plan projects planned by department based on
asset management plan / technical parameters

Service delivery issue link
with infrastructure identified

Maintenance - Conceptual Statement
• A balanced approach in budget allocation between the creation of new infrastructure and maintenance
of existing infrastructure is essential for the long term sustainability of infrastructure assets.
• Our current investment and resource levels in maintenance is not sufficient to keep infrastructure in a
stable condition.
• As the existing infrastructure condition declines, service requests, backlogs and emergency repair costs
will increase.

Budget
Allocation

Maintenance: Main drivers

Achieve appropriate emphasis and budget spend
on maintenance, by improving and streamlining
the 3 main project pillars.

Human
Resources

Data,
Systems and
Procedures

Maintenance - Proposition for Life Cycle Costing
1. Introduce life cycle cost estimates based on projected maintenance to all new
construction contracts at Concept Design Stage Gate Review. PM’s will rely on PSP’s to
perform the life cycle costing as part of their Concept / Viability / Preliminary Design
Report.
2. Each project on SAP PPM will reflect the Construction Cost estimate and the
estimated cash flow of future Maintenance Cost estimates, as derived from the
Life Cycle Costing.

3. Directorates Sector Plans will report their estimated annual budgets for the
next 10 years, based on the current planned Construction Projects, and the annual
estimated Maintenance Costs for the next 10 years.

A mechanism must be found to quantify the future maintenance costs of current and past projects
that did not have a life cycle costing.
Acknowledgement: Engineering Services Unit

Approach imbedded in the City CIDMS implementation strategy
The AM improvement programme ordered into a roadmap consisting of the following four phases:
Phase 1: Establish
collaboration and
direction
• Establishment of
AM objectives for
both assets and for
the AM system,
taking into
consideration the
operating
environment of the
city, stakeholder
requirements, the
scope and
applicability of the
AM system, and
risks and
opportunities for
assets and the AM
system

Phase 2: AM system
design.
• The design of the
AM system is
informed by the
AM objectives.
Processes and
supporting systems
are designed to
ensure that AM
objectives can be
achieved, and that
performance
against AM
objectives can be
measured

Phase 3: Preparation
for implementation
• . This involves
determining the
skills and
competencies
required for
operating the AM
system, selecting
appropriate service
delivery models,
and developing
measures to ensure
and confirm
conformity with the
requirements of the
AM system

Phase 4:
Implementation.
• This phase involves
resourcing of and
mobilising the AM
system.

A dedicated programme of work will unpack and interrogate maintenance issues, driven the Delivery Mechanism
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Special Focus on Resilience

Resilience in Project Portfolio Management
The Infrastructure Strategy, along with the sector planning process, offers the opportunity to mainstream resilience
considerations into the management of the capital portfolio.

Goal
The City can de-silo its resilience efforts, by building a pipeline of projects across sectors intended to
address particular shocks and stresses, or combination thereof. A multiyear pipeline of projects
streamlines the City government’s response, allowing for decision-makers to make quicker choices
within the context of constrained municipal budgets, to pursued new strategic directions as new
information or risks emerge

Action




Action: Screen for resilience in the management of capital project portfolios to improve alignment of major
infrastructure programmes so that the resilience dividend in the built urban environment is maximised over the
long term.
Action: Maximise the resilience dividend at the project conceptualisation stage so all projects will have resilience
planning as part of its methodological approach, thus increasing the opportunity for maximising the resilience
dividend

Resilience OF and THROUGH the Capital Portfolio
Approach

Considers an array of prioritised shocks and stresses.
To ensure the individuals, communities, institutions, businesses and systems in Cape Town are able to
survive, adapt and thrive no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks are experienced.

Resilience needs to be viewed through two lenses in project portfolio management
Resilience THROUGH a project
• One or more benefits of the project that
contributes to household, community, or citywide resilience.
• It contributes to helping households,
communities, or the city as whole adapt,
survive and thrive in the face of one or more
shocks and stresses.

Resilience OF a project
• The extent to which a project is able to adapt,
survive and thrive in the face of particular
shocks or stresses that may be encountered.
• Resilience OF a project should be examined
during execution of the project and after
commissioning of the project.

Until the City has a consistent Cost - Benefit Analysis method applied to all major
programmes, we are unable to deploy a full suite of resilience tools.
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Special Focus on Financing
Approach

Current Approach to Infrastructure Financing
CCT will continue to finance capital expenditure as it has been doing effectively
Finance Directorate is the key advisor and final arbiter ito financing
•
•
•
•

•

The City borrows at scale and to fund our balance sheet - from there funds are allocated to
projects and programmes
Funding for tariff funded infrastructure is strongly linked to financial case (where growth in
revenue funds loan), but there are exceptions.
Funding for rates funded services should primarily be linked to mandate and strategy.
Stage Gate process will allow financial viability of projects to be tested much earlier in the
project preparation process, and on basis of strategic and economic cases.
All infrastructure planning and selection is subject to financial assessment of the portfolio
against budget and balance-sheet financing options.

Infrastructure Finance Approach –
Continue using the current approach
Explore enhancements and innovations on specific complex projects e.g. Foreshore and permanent Desalination
Use the 10 year portfolio for LTFP modelling (a first iteration of this has been completed)
Improve the sector plans and develop the stage gate process for an improved, visible long term (10 year) pipeline.
Enhance the infrastructure delivery mechanisms to increase number of bankable projects.
Continue to enhance project appraisal capability – including roll out of CCT Cost Benefit Analysis methodology and capacity.

Establish policy clarity regarding LBF/LVC – note the TOD Framework and draft DSDF contain LVC/LBF policy positions.

Integration with LTFP (Proposed Timelines)
June
Base LTFP updates

SMF PROCESS

July - Inputs – latest approved budgets, latest CPI, known parameters, consultation with services (HR,
Fines, Insurance etc),

August - September : Previous year outcome , Model refinement, further consultation and Latest
available PPM / pipeline projects*

October - December: Further refinement and LTFP iterations

Final assumptions and parameters and capital envelope pre preparation of detailed budgets.

Integration points between the Infrastructure Strategic and
80 LTFP
*LTFP modelling of the portfolio is underway

Enabling the Infrastructure Strategy
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Regulatory Reform Initiative

Enablement of Infrastructure Delivery
Regulatory issues and impediments arise in infrastructure delivery processes, impacting on the
achievement of key strategic objectives- as such this has been given priority in the strategy

Objective of Regulatory Reform agenda:
• Development of an optimally aligned and relevant regulatory framework for the City to effectively and
efficiently deliver on its strategies and mandates in a post-COVID context:
• Primary intent: Identifying opportunities for regulatory reform within CCT Control;
• Secondary intent: Assist in identifying and escalating challenges on a national and provincial level
that impedes on delivery of CCT strategy and service delivery.

Internal engagements
• Identified list of issues -ongoing
Identification
of regulatory
reform issues

• Resolving inter- and intra-dept.
disputes or differing viewpoints
• Resolving of current external
disputes, incl. court actions.

Avenues for regulatory reform issue
identification:
• District Plans (linked to forthcoming
MSDF review)
• CBD Programme (Regulations in the
short-, medium- and longer term);
• Strategies; ongoing internal
engagements & other CCT initiatives.

Prioritisation of identified issues, factors to consider:

1. Potential benefit(s)
to CCT
• Achievement of key
objectives;
• Effective and efficient
delivery of functions; and
• Cost-saving.

2. Nature of identified
issue
Process v regulatory
challenges;
Sphere of government
where the issue exists
Mandate.

3. Nature of proposed
action
•Accept and give guidance;
•Lobby for regulatory
amendment; or
•Resolve internal issue;
•Seek further guidance

4. Linkages with
existing strategies

5. Political and
Resources.

• Inclusive Economic
Growth Strategy;
• Infrastructure Strategy;
• Data Strategy;
• Environmental Strategy.

• Human resource
capacity;
• Scope for intergovernmental
cooperation;
• Impact of the Local
Government Election.

Internal v External Reform:

Initial list:

•
•
•
•
•
•

MFMA Supply Chain Management
Regulations
Municipal Asset Transfer Regulations
National Building Regulations
Wayleave administration
Zoning, Planning Permission
SANS 10400-XA
Electronic Communications Act

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 33 of the MFMA
Section 78 of the Municipal Systems Act
Section 116(3) MFMA
Section 120 of the MFMA and PPP
DoRA
NEMA, EIA regulations
GIAMA, Expropriation Act
MFMA/GRAP
Land Titles Adjustment Act
WULAs
TOD regulations
Wiring Code (SANS 10142)

•

Internal

External

• Barriers to effective and efficient infrastructure
delivery within the City’s direct mandate to solve
• May also refer to external regulations which
necessitate an internal action/resolution.

• CCT operates within a broader economic and policy
context: many fundamental barriers fall outside of
the City’s direct mandate
• External entities set many of the parameters within
which the CCT must operate

CCT must advocate for changes in order to bring about an urban
environment which supports the outcomes of the IDP.
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Advocacy Approach

Range of inter-governmental collaboration
Strategic & Programme shaping

Advocacy on long
term, strategic
infrastructure issues

Long term matters of strategic
importance re:
•Long History of advocacy efforts
•High Impact on City Mandates,
Functions and Finances
Additional City resources and focus
for the purposes of:
•Record Keeping and Storyline
development
•Clearly defined relationship
management roles
•Continuous assessment of options
(desirability and feasibility)
•Advocacy interventions
•Limit-the-damage interventions
•Tracking of progress year-on-year
•Clarity on Escalation routes

Programme & Project Planning

Collaborative
programming,
project planning &
budgeting

Provincial and National Government
deliver (or plan to deliver)
infrastructure projects within the metro
The Infrastructure Strategy needs to:
• Have a consolidated view of the
priority infrastructure projects
outside of its control
• Ensure a strategic and effective
response to priority projects
• Ensure a realistic assessment of
delivery prospects for priority
projects, including the risks for the
City pipeline

Project Planning & Implementation

Implementation
focused
SteerComm &
Proj Man Comm

• Short term operationally focused teams
• Focused on trouble shooting and
remedial actions to achieve outcomes
• Incorporate key influencers & helpers in
partner

The City does not operate in isolation, and in
order to ensure it is able to deliver its
infrastructure portfolio, it is necessary to have
sight of, and engagement with the project
pipelines of external stakeholders.
To meet the requirements of the One Plan and
the Capital Expenditure Framework, the City
needs a system for gathering data annually on
national, provincial and SOE project pipelines.

Advocacy Pathway Development:
Long term strategic infrastructure
issues
Driving the City’s inter-governmental priorities in a
consistent and systematic way, through:

•

Building evidence and analysis to establish the
impact of State failure and Inter-Governmental
Issues on City strategic objectives (IDP) and to
inform the City’s advocacy approach

•

Regularly reflecting on learnings from years of
advocacy efforts to critically assess
opportunities and roadblocks

•

Assessing to what extent is the City
leveraging/building its Inter-governmental
relationships to effect change

•

Regularly reviewing options for advocacy
interventions and/or escalation of existing
efforts in order to maximise City ability to
influence Intergovernmental partners

•

Assessing what interventions can be initiated or
scaled up in the meantime to limit the negative
consequences of state failure if advocacy efforts
to do not bear fruit

Examples: Priority Inter-Governmental Infrastructure issues
Energy Security:
Procurement of power from
IPPs

Access to large pieces of
National Govt. land for
housing

Improved management of
small boat harbours for
enhanced social and
economic outcomes

Permissions and coordination in
response to Unlawful Land
Occupation

Regional Sludge Beneficiation
Plants

Restoration of Passenger
Rail functionality and
enhance integration

Water Security: Effective
management and allocations of
bulk water
Port – associated transport
and storage of freight

Resolving service delivery
to some informal
settlements, mainly in
Eskom supply areas

SANRAL and WCG road
projects important for
unlocking development

Output 2: Advocacy Toolkit
Participating in
Intergovernment
al forums

Formalization of
action and
identification of
R&R through
MoAs

Collaborate

Mediation/
Arbitration
Commenting
procedures on
Regulatory
changes
Lobbying
National Ministers
Communicating
in support of
public
accountability

Building
coalitions of
allies with private
sector and civil
society

Aggravate

Conceptualizing lessons learnt through schematic
diagrams to assist with clarity of purpose and decision
making
Principle of Proportional
Regulatory
action: Progressively
Reform
increasing the pressure
exerted via Packages of
Effective IG
Interventions
Evidence
project planning
Building to
and
contribute to
decision support
implementation
In order to
Changes to
Intergovernment
achieve…
al Dispute
Mandate

assignments and
associated
resourcing

Withholding
payment/
services

Court action

Information
Sharing

Conflict

Develop a structured approach to determine what strategies to use when, and to track these over time.
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Way forward

The Infrastructure Strategy is a continuation of the infrastructure delivery
maturity journey undertaken by the City over the past decade.

As we improve project information we will better be able to make
evidenced based decisions from a portfolio perspective. Through iteration
we will collectively continue to learn from implementation to improve
service delivery for the residents of Cape Town and enhance planning and
delivery processes.

Commitments for next 12 Months
Commitment

Target

Establishing the delivery mechanism – resources and processes

June-July 2021

Carry out Long term financial modelling – integrate IS and LTFP

June-July 2021

Final Infrastructure Strategy for Council

July Council 2021

Inform SMF Process and Item Review –
ensuring all the analysis is ready for Item Review

November 2021

Portfolio review – Jan – March – ensure alignment to new term of office
IDP

March 2022

(Mini) Annual Report – Progress Update

April 2022

Strategy Review for EMT – agree on propositions based on April Analysis

July 2022

THANK YOU | ENKOSI | DANKIE

